
Total Mark (420 Marks) 

I. Vocabulary (50 Marks) so 
A -From a, b, c and d, choose the most suitable word that best completes each of the'-,/ 
followinu; sentences: (5X5 = 25 m) 

01- The new medicine proves to .............. the effects of the disease effectively. 
a. master b. combat �' a1u 
c. drill d. cover

��.P 
02- One of the most important qualities that an athlete should have is . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i� � 

a. solarium b. calligraphy '-' 4Jg1m' �
o, 

c. framework d. self-discipline

03- The company has decided to .............. two secretaries and a computer programmer. 
a. employ b. absorb
c. evoke d. conduct

04- It's our duty as good citizens to keep .............. places like schools and parks clean. 
a. apprehensive b. relevant
c. 1ival d. public

05- The culture of .............. is an Islamic concept. It refers to respect and acceptance. 
a. deficiency b. foundation
c. tolerance d. stimulation

B -Fill in the spaces with the most suitable words from the list below: ( 5 x5 = 25 m) 

(organic/ joystick/ spacious/ slightly/ teammate/ consistently) 

06- Players control characters on the screen using a/an joystick or a keyboard.
07- You can buy organic food products from the local supermarket in your area.
08- There is a/an spacious yard in front of our house where the children can play freely.
09- The weather today is slightly cooler than yesterday. Let's go for a walk on the beach.
l 0- Every football player is a/an teammate to other players. They all work to win the game.
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II- Grammar (40 Marks)

A - From a, b, c and d, choose the correct answer: ( 4x5=20 m 

11- The tourist has stayed in London .............. a couple of weeks. 
a. smce b. for
c. ever d. yet

12- The final exam will be ........... the morning. You need to get up early. 

a. on b. at

C. in d. by

13- Al Hamra Tower is .............. building in Kuwait. It rises 413 metres. 

a. tall b. taller
c. tallest d. the tallest

14- While the boys ............... hide-and-seek in the garden, it started to rain heavily. 

a. play b. are playing
c. have played d. were playing

B- From a, b, and c, choose what is required: (4x5 = 20 m)

15- The more exercise you take, .. . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . (Complete) 
a. The more exercise you take, you become energetic more.
b. The more exercise you take, you become more energetic.
c. The more exercise you take, the more energetic you become.

16- The children (play) video games the whole night yesterday. (Correct the verb) 

a. The children will play video games the whole night yesterday.
b. The children played video games the whole night yesterday.
c. The children have played video games the whole night yesterday.

17- I think my classmate will win the next spelling bee competition. (Ask a question) 

a. Who has won the next spelling bee competition?
b. Who will win the next spelling bee competition?
c. Who would win the next spelling bee competition?

18- The family spent a holiday in a hotel with four stars in Dubai.
(Use a compound adjective) 

a. The family spent a holiday in four-stars hotel in Dubai.
b. The family spent a holiday in a four-stars hotel in Dubai.
c. The family spent a holiday in a four-star hotel in Dubai.
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V- WRITING (100 Marks)

Write on the following topic: Expository 
'------"' 

Receiving respect from others is important because it helps us to feel safe and accepted 
by others. 

Plan and write an essay of 12 sentences (140 words) explaining how you can show respect 
to others and the effects of respect on people and society. 

NB: Your writing should include an introduction, 2 body paragraphs and a conclusion. 

(Outline - 20 Marks) 

Introduction: ....................................................................................... . 

Body: 

Paragraph 1: ...................................................................................... . 

Paragraph 2 : ...................................................................................... . 

Conclusion : ......................................................................................... . 

Exposition of Paragraphing Hw., spacing 
Outlining ideas & & number of Spelling Grammar & Total 

coherence sentences punctuation 

20 40 10 10 10 10 100 
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